A F I N D O F P E N C E O F E D W A R D I A N D II A T
NEATH ABBEY
By

R. H. M. D O L L E Y

IN November 1956, in the course of work on Neath A b b e y in Glamorganshire, two men employed by the Ancient Monuments Division of
the Ministry of Works discovered a small hoard of 83 silver coins of
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The hoard was found in the
Western Range of the monastic buildings, roughly two feet down in
the filling of the vault which formed the first floor. The coins lay near
the north wall, and in a cache formed by four stones, the floor pavingstone presumably having acted as the lid. Subsequently another 17
coins of exactly the same period were recovered from the filling of the
vault, and there can be little doubt but that they had originally
formed part of the same hoard. They are distinguished, however, by
an asterisk in the list of the coins appended to this note.
The two finders at once reported their discovery, and there is every
reason to suppose that the 100 coins recovered represent substantially
the whole hoard as concealed. With the consent of the National Museum
of Wales they were submitted for expert examination to the Department
of Coins and Medals at the British Museum, and the present writer
would like to take this opportunity of expressing his obligations to
Mr. O. E. Craster, T.D., F.S.A., Inspector of Ancient Monuments for
Wales, and to Dr. H. N. Savory, F.S.A., Keeper of the Department of
Archaeology at the National Museum of Wales, for generous permission to publish here and in this form a find of which the historical
significance seems far in excess of the commercial value of the coins.
Once again, too, he has the pleasant duty of acknowledging the assistance of Mr. F. Elmore Jones in the arrangement and classification of
the hoard.
The find was duly reported to Her Majesty's Coroner for the area,
Mr. I. E. Cameron, and at an inquest held at Neath on 20 December
1956 a verdict of Treasure Trove was returned. The coins have been
acquired b y the National Museum of Wales, their full market value
having been paid to the two finders as the customary reward.
The 100 coins do not appear to have suffered appreciably since their
concealment, but the majority evidence considerable wear before deposit, and it is very noticeable that, with a few exceptions, the older
coins are also the lighter. The latest coins are of the variety which the
Fox brothers distinguished as type X V c , and this suggests very strongly
that the deposit should be dated as late as possible in the reign of
Edward II, and the fact that some of the Class X V coins are clearly
circulated argues for a date not earlier than 1325, and conceivably
some months later. Attention should also be drawn to the comparatively small number of coins struck before the great recoinage of 1300,
and this is in marked contrast to the picture presented by certain
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other hoards—Bootham being the most recent—where coins from the
period 1279-84 form a very appreciable element. From this it may be
inferred that the Neath coins were not hoarded over a considerable
period, but represent a sample of the money actually in currency at
the time when the hoard was concealed. That they were hidden in
haste and without considered preparation may seem further indicated by the absence of a formal container. The usual domestic hoard
of this period is contained in a pipkin or metal pot, and some trace of
a box even might have been expected to survive. The presence, too,
of stones lining the cache suggests that at best the coins were wrapped
in a piece of cloth before concealment, another pointer to the hoard
having been hidden in haste and without deliberation.
The coins are all pence or sterlings, and may be listed as follows.
(They were weighed, incidentally, before chemical cleaning, and thus
the weights if anything err, albeit insignificantly, on the high side.)
ENGLAND
EDWARD I

Mint of Berwick-on-Tweed
Blunt, N.C. (1931), pp. 28-52
Mint of Bristol
Fox, N.C. ( 1 9 1 7 ) , pp. 279-97

Class I l i a
Class IVb
Class IXb
with star
without star

1872 gr.
22*18

1

20-73, 20-53
21-05

2

21-53, 21-14

2

1

Mint of Bury St. Edmunds (Abbatial)
Fox, Class Xc-.

Mint of Canterhiry (King and Archbishop)
Fox, Class IIIc
20-87
Class I l l g
21-91, 21-34*
Class TVa-c
20-75, 20-57, 19-64*
Class IV d
20-77*
Class IX& (without star)
21-62*, 20-71
Class Xb
20-88,20-61*
Class Xc-.
21.83*, 21-65, 21-61*, 21-49*, 21-11, 21-09*, 20-97,
20-95, 20-94, 2 0 7 7 - 2O-76, 20-75,20-69,20-66,18-10*

1
2

3
1

2
2
15

Mint of Durham (Episcopal)
Fox, Class IIIc
Class I l l g
Class 1X6 (without star?)
Class Xc-.

Bishop de Insula

21-30
21-46

Bishop Bek
21-97,

21-16

1
1
1

20 "47

2

Fox, Class IIIc

21-08

1

Mint of London
Fox, Class II
Class III6
Class IIIc

20-67
I9-9I
20'85

1
1
i

Mint of Lincoln
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Class
Class
Class
Class

IVa and b
21-23, 20-27,19-66,17-29*
IVc
20-40
VIII
20-97
21-45, 21-31, 21-00
IX£> (with star)
(without star)
21-70
Class Xa/IX mule
21-03
Class Xb)IX mule
20-57
Class Xc-.
22-36, 22*I6, 22-05, 21-85, 21-71, 2I-6I, 21-22, 21-15,
21-04, 20-86, 20-72, 20-57, 20-46*, 19-95, 19-12
Mint of York (Royal)
Fox, Class II
I5'5i gr.
Class I I I d ?
21-31*
Class IXfr (without star)
20-28
EDWARD II

Mint of Bury St. Edmunds (A bbatial)
Fox, Class X I V
Class X V c

21-85
21-67

Mint of Canterbury (King and Archbishop)
Fox, Class X I a
Class XI5/c mule
Class X I I I
Class X V a and b
Class X V c

20-94, 20-78
21-50*
21-53

22-03*, 21-39
21-82

Mint of Durham (Episcopal)
Bishop Kellawe
Fox, Class XI£>

23-15*, 19-69

Bishop Beaumont

19-87

Fox, Class X I V
Class XVb
Class X V c

19-55

23-36, 2I'8l

Mint of London
Fox, Class X I a
Class XIa/b mule
Class XI&
Class X I V
Class X V « .
Class X V c

21-65, 20-60
21-43
22*53, 21-22, 20-96*
20-03

21-77
20-73
IRELAND
EDWARD I

Mint of Dublin
Dolley, B.N.J. (1955), pp. 158-9, Class I

21-83

SCOTLAND
ALEXANDER I I I

Mint of Berwick-on-Tweed ?
Burns, Coinage of Scotland, Group II, class ii (cf. fig. 169)

21-42

FLANDERS
COUNT R O B E R T DE B E T H U N E

Mint of A lost
As Chautard, Imitations des Monnaies au Type Esterlin, no. 12

1773
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LORRAINE
Temp.
As Chauta a, no. 199

DUKE FERRY I V ?

17-63

1

£ 1 . X X V , 16]

For the numismatist the most significant piece is the anonymous
sterling from Lorraine. In the past there has been considerable controversy concerning the date and occasion of these pieces, and we may
recall that Chautard wished to associate this coin with the episcopacy
at Toul of Thomas de Bourlemont. Thomas, however, did not become
bishop until 1330, and we have already seen that none of the English
coins appear to be as late. Indeed, 1327 would seem to be the most
plausible terminus ante quern for the English portion of the hoard.
Already Sir George Macdonald has drawn attention to the anomaly
presented by the occurrence of a comparable piece (Chautard, no. 197)
in the Lochmaben hoard (Thompson 239, cf. N.C. (1905), p. 82), and
again very similar pieces were present in the great Boyton find
(Thompson 51). Even more decisive that these "enigmatic" coins of
Toul are to be associated with a period at least a decade before the
consecration of Thomas de Bourlemont is the fact that they occur in
the Tutbury hoard (Thompson 363) which, pace Thompson, must
surely represent Thomas of Lancaster's treasure-chest lost in the
debacle of Boroughbridge. What is certain is that the presence of
Chautard, no. 199, in the new hoard from Neath cannot be adduced
as evidence that the hoard must have been deposited after c. 1330.
The sterling in question is certainly not later than the latest English
coins which in this case alone are relevant to the date and occasion of
the deposit.
These latest English coins belong to the Fox Classes XYa, b, and c,
and in his classic paper on the Boyton hoard (N.C. (1936), pp. 1 1 5 - 5 5 )
Mr. Derek Allen has argued very cogently that there is reason to
believe that the issue of Class X V c may have begun not later than
1324. Equally 1329 must be regarded as an absolute terminus ante quern
for the Neath find, while earlier in this note it has been suggested that
1327 is more probable. As we have seen, too, the Neath coins of
Class XVc show clear traces of circulation, while the hoard as a whole
smacks of currency rather than savings. Nor can we overlook the fact
that the circumstances of the concealment, and especially the absence
of a formal container, point strongly to haste and improvisation. Only
one other hoard of this period has been reported from South Wales,
the 1840 Swansea hoard from Temple Street (Thompson 348, cf. N.C.
(1840), pp. 60-61), but this was contained in a clay vessel, and appears
to have been substantially earlier though Thompson's dating c. 12901300 ? must be modified, inasmuch as the presence of a coin of Berwick argues for a date at least as late as 1296, and probably as late as
1298. In the case of the Neath Abbey coins, on the other hand, there
does seem one very obvious occasion for their concealment. In November 1326 the unhappy Edward II was a hunted fugitive in Glamorgan,
and on the 16th of that month was taken prisoner actually at Neath.
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This is not to claim that the hoard may have belonged to one of his
wretched following, as there may well have been others quite unconnected with Edward II who thought it prudent to divest themselves
of a proportion of their ready money at a time when a gferieral hue
and cry brought armed men prying into every corner of the neighbourhood. On the other hand, the numismatist would be blind to
history who did not suggest that there is almost certainly some connexion between the overthrow of Edward II and the hundred silver
coins that have come to light beneath the ruins of Neath Abbey.

